
PRACTICE 
ROUTINE

C H E C K L I S T



DAILY TASKS, 
THE DAILY GRIND

Focus on ONE Key. Which Key do you want to focus on for the time period? *2nd:

Write your End Completion Date: / /

THE GOAL: to develop finger proficiency and soloing ideas within a key.

Instructions: play as slow as you can without mistakes and gradually increase Tempo

Starting Tempo Ending Tempo

EXERCISE SET 1

Play the Lydian Scale: 1 2 3 #4 5 6 7

Play the Major Scale: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Play the Mixolydian Scale: 1 2 3 4 5 6 b7

Play the Dorian Scale: 1 2 b3 4 5 6 b7

Play the Aeolian Scale: 1 2 b3 4 5 b6 b7

Play the Phyrgian Scale: 1 b2 b3 4 5 b6 b7

Play the Locrian Scale: 1 b2 b3 4 b5 b6 b7

Play the Altered Scale: 1 b2 b3 b4 b5 b6 b7

SUN MON TUES WEDS THURS FRI SAT

1 week 

2 weeks

3 weeks

By choosing weekly, you will be improving quickly every week

Normal work schedule

This is the Maximum amount of time you should take in order to grow as a musician

Estimated completion time?

*If time works



THE GOAL: To increase the amount of solo ideas in your vocabulary/develop chordal

Write out your favorite chords here

EXERCISE SET 3

CHORD # 1

CHORD #3

CHORD #2

Write your favorite chord here:

Write your favorite chord here:

Write another favorite chord here:

Solo Idea #1:

Solo Idea #1:

Solo Idea #1:

Solo Idea #2:

Solo Idea #2:

Solo Idea #2:

Which keys can you play your favorite chord in?

C Db Eb Ab BbE F G A BF#/GbD

Which keys can you play your favorite chord in?

C Db Eb Ab BbE F G A BF#/GbD

Which keys can you play your favorite chord in?

C Db Eb Ab BbE F G A BF#/GbD

THE GOAL: To strengthen and develop the weakest fingers,the 4th and 5th fingers.

Instructions: play as slow as you can without mistakes and gradually increase Tempo

Starting Tempo Ending Tempo

EXERCISE SET 2

Play Hanon #4: 1 2 1 3 6 5 4 3 2 3 2 4 7 6 5 
4 3 4 3 5 8 7 6 5 4....

Play Hanon #5: 1 6 5 6 4 5 3 4 2 7 6 7 5 6 4 5 3

SUN MON TUES WEDS THURS FRI SAT

Add one of your own:



THE GOAL: To develop your ear, soloing techniques, vocabulary, creativity, and improvisation ideas.

THE GOAL: To develop advanced ideas and to increase your understanding of what you are doing.

Complete the section fully.

Name some of the chords that you transcribed here. Name some chord progressions here.

EXERCISE SET 4A

EXERCISE SET 4B

Name a song or passage you would like to add to your vocabulary:

Who is the musician? What album?

If passage, what minute and second does the passage occur? -min secs min secs

Check here when you have the notes figured out 

check here when you have memorized the song slowly

check here when you can play it without mistakes

check here when you can play it in different keys 

  Write Notes on Lines

C Db Eb Ab BbE F G A BF#/GbD

SONG BREAKDOWN

Chord #1 Chord Progression #1

Chord Progression #2

Chord Progression #3

Chord #2

Chord #3

Pick one of the chords in the first section. 

Write the chord name here: 

What is the context of the chord? Why does it make sense?

What is another song that uses a similar context? 



Start today. Everyone wants to improve. Everyone wants to sound good. But the difference with 
those who Succeed is that ACTUALLY start. Why not start right now?

HELPFUL TIPS 
AND SUGGESTIONS

Finish. Finish the entire sheet. You do this by focusing on ONE thing at a time. The goal is not 
to actually to finish, but to enjoy and gain from  the PROCESS. At the same time stick to your 
deadline in order to prevent stalling out.

Stuck? Can’t figure out the notes to a song? Get help. There are four 
ways to get help. 
 a. Post in the facebook Group
 b. Post on the WebPage the has the challenge
 c. Ask me a question using the chat bubble on the website
 d. Email me

Accountability. Accountability helps motivate you to finish what you start. As musicians 
sometimes we struggle with the discipline of practice because the artists in us encourages 
improv and creativity. But once YOU combine the creative and the discipline and structure you 
will be unstoppable!!!
 a. Post the deadline in your calendar. Write it down.
 b. Evaluate frequently
 c. Share your progress and goals with others. 

Growth is Growth. Even if  you only went from a 95 tempo to a 96 tempo in three weeks. 
It doesnt matter. Compare yourself against your own self and no one else. All growth is still 
growth regardless of how long you take. Set your own schedule.

Fall in LOVE with learning. You need to fall in Love with the PROCESS. It’s cool finding out what 
your favorite musicians are doing. It’s even better knowing that you will be able to do exactly 
what they are doing too. Be encouraged. 

Failure. What if you fail?..... Welcome to the Club.

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 


